EDITORIAL

Odd that BR should spend out on refitting Cep 7153
(reorganised and supposedly better seating, fluorescent lighting and a centralised guard's compartment). One member who observed it on an evening peak
service from Cannon St described it to me as "lit
up like Blackpool illuminations." In fact the
fancy lighting was a source of pre-service problems
(see Regional Review). But where is the benefit ?
It seems that no further such units are planned :
how could they be in the present economic climate ?
what is needed is some sign that Southern will get
a new generation of suburban stock.
Money spent in this way on express units is, I
suggest, diverting frantically scarce resources.
But perhaps it's true that as the Subs die, services
will be trimmed to the point where the Epb fleet
will suffice.
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REVIEW

Southern Electrics. A Pictorial Survey. Edited by
Bryan Rayner for the SEG. (£3.50 including p & p
from A. Holmewood, 48 Church la., Chessington, Sy.
KT9 2BW).
This is a first class pictorial record of the
subject, and it is difficult to imagine any SEG
member making do without a copy. Many of the dozens
of pictures were certainly new to me, and practically.
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all major unit types are depicted. The book covers
not only e.m.u.'s from the 1890s (the date for
original Waterloo & City stock in case you thought
the S. London line was first ! ) to the Peps. There
are also fascinating sections on departmental
vehicles, d.e.m.u.'s, and electric, electro-diesel
and diesel electric locos. There also some oddities,
notably the 1963 shot of a Lav in the act of
derailing and hitting another train at Victoria.
The Isle of Wight's ex LT cars are not forgotten,
and there are plenty of nostalgic views of nowwithdrawn types, including some evocative ones
of the Brighton Belle in chocolate and cream. A
fine collection.

Bryan Rayner writes : The author and publisher
regret that owing to an oversight, early copies
of the above book are not complete. An additional
page containing notes and references to the rolling
stock lists on pages 5-8 is now available on
application, free of charge, on receipt of a large
s.a.e. (9" x 9" if required flat) to either SEG
Sales or the publisher, Bradford Barton.
Advice has been received that the photo of unit
1201 on p.
13 was taken on April 29, 1938, shortly
before the unit was taken out of service for
lengthening of the frames, not for conversion
to 4-car. Unit 3019 on p.22 was, of course working
the 2 p.m. from Ore. And on p.29, 2 Bil 2001 was
not the first of that type : the first Bil, originally
numbered 1890, was renumbered 2010 in 1937, while
2001 had been 1891.
The Byways of Southern Region. Part 3

Another little used line is that between Elmers
End and Sanderstead. In 1950 there was a train
every half hour, seven days a week, running a shuttle
service between the two points. During the Monday to
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Saturdayrush hours, through trains ran to Charing
X or
Cannon St. Now there are only 14 (5 through)
down and 16 (3) up trains running in rush hours only.
Down
CX
7.44
CS
6.47 7.28
8.35 8.46 9.29 16.00 16.50
E.End
Selsdon
1701
8.24
Sand.
6.59 7.41
8.47 8.58 9.41 16.18
CX
1750 1812
1722 1740
CS
E.End
1725
1910
Selsdon 1735 1800 1819 1832
1920 ( + not
Sand.
1855
Lewisham)

7.50 8.11
Sand.
6.49 7.16
8.53 9.13
Selsdon
7.34
8.34
+ 7.43 8.5
Elmers E 7.0
9.4 9.25
+
CS
7.51
CX
8.53 9.10
Sand
9.48 1608 1633
1825 1901
Selsdon
1713 1748
1934
Elmers E 10.0 1622 1644 1722 1757 1839 1913 1943
In the 1974 timetable there was one additional train
from Cannon St at 16.47, arr Selsdon 17.21,
dep 17.30, arr CX 18.03; not stopping at Lewisham
and presumably routed via the Ladywell loop. These
two services were withdrawn from the October and
may not have run since May. Other changes from the
Oct 7 were : Down, 7.45 Cannon St-Selsdon cancelled.
8.10 Elmers E.-Addiscombe diverted to Selsdon arr
8.20. 8.35 EE-Sand. term. at Selsdon.
Up, Additional train dep Sels: 8.28 arr EE 8.37.
8.34 Selsdon-CX cancelled.
8.53 from Sand., retimed to start from Selsdon at
8.48, arr EE 8.57.
7) Ladywell loop. St Johns-Ladywell.
Mention was made in the preceding section regarding
the line which by-passes Lewisham stn. As well as
the trains mentioned, a further 9 down and 11 up
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rush hour trains omit the Lewisham stop and may be
routed by the loop. With two exceptions in each
direction, all these trains serve Hayes. One up
train is from Woodside, the other three serve Addiscombe.
In 1950, the picture was very different. On
weekdays there was a train to Hayes every 15 mins
every other one omitting the Lewisham stop. The
totals were : down Mon-Fri 53, Sats 35; up M-F
55, Sats 40. There was also one up Sunday train.
Of course some of these trains could have been
routed through Lewisham.
8) Nunhead-Lewisham
The basis of this line was the old LC & DR branch
to Greenwich Park which the Southern Rly used
up to the point where it crossed over the line
between St Johns and Lewisham. Here a connection
was built enabling trains to run to Lewisham,
with the rest of the original line being abandoned
As a matter of interest, in connection with the
London Bdge rebuilding, a new connection is being
put in to enable trains to travel direct from
Hither Grn or Ladywell to Nunhead without passing
through Lewisham. Certain of the trains using
this route have already been considered under the
Barnehurst-Slade Grn section, the rest are : Down
1718
Holborn V 7.17 7.37 8.24 8.51
1737
1732
1700
B'friars
A
A
B
A
C
C
HV
1819 1848 A - Dartford via Sidcup
B
" via Barnehurst
BF 17.54 18.01
C
Crayford
via Sidcup
A
C
B
C
D - Barnehurst.

Up
Dartford 6.50 7.16 7.28 7.51 8.10 8.30 8.35
Y
Y
Y
Z
X
X
X
X - HV via Sidcup
Y - BF "
"
Also, 17.35 Sidcup -HV
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In 1974, the 18.1 from HV was cancelled from the
Oct 7 and the 8.35 up trains started from Crayford
but at that time. It was also cancelled in Oct.
The 1950 service was : Down
HV
BF

HV
BF

SO SO
SO
7.41 8.3 8.3 3.21 8.25 9.21 SO 1228

MF

7.20
A

7. 21

B

A

D

B

A

A

D

1221
B

A

SO SO
SO
MF
MF
MF MF
AMP
SO
1247 1300 1321 1700 1720 1723 1739
1801
1748
1241
B
A
B
A
D
B
A
B

HV
BF 1810
D

A

A

A

Up
8.32 8.37
Dartford
6.55 7.20 7.35 7.52 7.56 8.15
Barnehurst
8.24
Z
X
Y
X
X
X
Z
Y
MF
D'ford
1908
MF
Crayford 1646
ME
1810
Bexley
1845 Z
Y
X

9) Clapham Jcn-Kensington Olympia
This service is, with the exception of Motorail
trains, the only regular one serving Olympia, w i t h
the Underground trains from Earls Court operating
during exhibitions only. Addison Rd, as it used to
be called, was served in pre-grouping days by trains
running through to Willesden Jcn, etc., and up to
the war by the LMS electric services from Willesden Jcn and by the Hammersmith and City line from
Latimer Rd. The only reason for the present service
is that it runs for the benefit of Govt. employees
at Blythe Rd near Olympia stn.
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The service did not appear in the 1950 timetable
as at that time it was unadvertised. Later it was
shown in the timetable only to disappear again.
It has been restored for some years now. Always
loco-hauled, the stock has been of interest over
the years. Set 601
performed for
some considerable while until damaged in collision.
TC units were also used for a time. The present
Monday to Friday timetable, the same as in 1974,
is : Clapham Jcn 8.12 8.45
Olympia
8.20 8.53

Olympia
Clapham Jcn

1636
1644

1708
1716

Addenda to previous "Byways" : There is one daily unadvertised working over the
Crayford spurs between Crayford and Slade Grn.
Service is the 7.52 CX-Crayford which becomes
the 8.31 Slade Grn-CS. The reverse happened a
few years ago, the train involved probably being
the 17.25 Charing X -Slade Grn.
The recent severing of the Ctl div main line
between Balham and Wandsworth Cmn on 31i, 1, 14,
15, 28, 29ii meant the Tulse Hill-Streathan Hill
curve saw a train every half-hour each way,
trains leaving London Bdge for Balham at 10 and 40
and returning from Balham and 01 and 31.
SOUTH WESTERN ELECTRIFICATION DIAMOND JUBILEE

Part 3
Timetables on all the newly-electrified routes were
on a regular interval basis — the "mathematical
timetables" of Sir Herbert Walker, general manager
of the LSWR and chief progenitor of the scheme. The
new services on the East Putney line illustrate
well what took place. Trains left Waterloo every 20
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mins until 11.34 p.m. from 5.54
a.m. There
was a last train at 12.20 am. In the opposite direction the first services left Wimbledon Park at 5.24,
5.44 and 6.4 am, then at 6.22 from Wimbledon and
every 20 mins until 11.42 pm. This was a great improvement on the frequency of the preceding steam
trains, which provided a weekday service as follows:From W'loo at 6.32, 7.20, 7.47, 8.13, 9.0, 10.2,
10.30 a.m., 12.30, 1.40, 2.48, 4.27, 5.8, 5.30, 6.7,
6.57, 7.35, 8.3, 9.30, 10.30 and 11.12 p.m. and
12.15 am.
From W'don at 5.22, 6.13, 7.20, 8.10, 9.6, 9.25,9.44
a.m., 1.17, 3.28, 7.6, 8.8, 9.20, 10.39 and 11.28pm.
From W'don Pk at 5.46, 6.35, 7.1, 7.42, 8.45, 11.29
a.m., 12.16, 2.25, 4.56, 5.31, 6.11 pa.
Schedules were also considerably improved, comparison
being : old times
new times
W'loo
0
0
Vauxhall
5
Queens Rd
6
9
Clapham Jn
10
14
Wandsworth Tn
E. Putney
18
Southfields
25
20
W'don Pk
28
W'don
24
31
Passenger traffic on the group of lines to
be electrified stood at 25 million in 1913; by 1915
this figure was down to 23.3m. In 1916, it increased
to 29.4m and by 1920 to 52.6m.
When the Kingston and Shepperton electrification was inaugurated, the LSWR took the opportunity to completely re-style train timetables to take
full advantage of simplified presentation made possible by regular interval services. For the first
time reference to train headcodes was made in the
public timetables, starting the tradition whereby
travellers, at least the regular ones, can identify
their trains by the figure carried on the front.
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A poster was issued, quoting the four letter
headcodes in use : —
V W'loo and Teddington via W'don
Richmond
V
Shepperton
W'don
S
Richmond
S
W'don via E. Putney
P
It should be noted that trains on the Kings-

ton "roundabout" service effectively changed head

-code at Teddington, in either direction, by addition or removal of the horizontal bar.

The precise regularity of the electric train

services as the system expanded can be seen from
the fact that the standard pattern in routes

electrified up to 1916 applied every hour from

6 am to 11 pm. Standard times on the W'looKingston section, for example, were : W'loo313 25 33 43 55 example
of steam times

Cl.Jn 11 21 33 41 51 3
W'donl9 29 39 49 59 9
K'ston 31 4l 51 1 11 21

Tedd. 37 47 55 7 17 25

8.44 9.21
8.54 9.29

9.8/13 9.43/8

9.20

9.55

Similar arrangements applied in the reverse
direction.
T h e trains leaving W'loo at 25 and 55 mins past each hour didn't
serve Earlsfield nor Hampton Wick, but
ran
in standard times between W'don and K'ston. These

were trains destined for Shepperton; the others
were "roundabouts" for W'loo via Richmond. The
acceleration on the steam schedules will be
seen, and the improved frequency was nothing short
of fantastic, the steam timetable having involved
many intervals of an hour or more between trains.
A further notable feature was that not one
electric train was shown running "Saturdays only"
or "Saturdays excepted." Variations in demand

were met

by using three

or six-coach trains as

required. On Sundays, the service was half-hourly

from W'loo at 22 and 52 mins past each hour,
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comparing with the previous hourly frequency. These
trains were all "roundabouts"; Shepperton was served
by a shuttle service to and from Twickenham.
On the Richmond route, schedules were : Electric
Steam example
W'loo 8 14 18 34 38 48 54
8.57 10.25
Cl.Jn 16 24 24 4446 54
9.7 10.37
40 + 0 10 +
Rich. 30 +
9.26 lo.59
Tedd. 40
10 20
50
9.37 11.14
+ - W'don via E. putney
Steam services remained serving the Hounslow
loop and Windsor and Reading lines, which gave additional facilities to stns between W'loo and Twickenham. When the Hounslow loop was electrified, departures from W'loo via Twickenham were 28 and 58
past each hour, to complete the 10 min. interval
sequence of electric trains as far as Twickenham.
At the same time as these arrangements for
electric trains were introduced, the opportunity
was taken to standardise departure times for the remaining steam trains. Thus Reading line services
generally left at. even hours, and Windsor trains
AST 26 mins past each hour. Additional "peak" pathways were at 20 and 50 mins past.
On the "main" line side, steam trains to Hampton
Court were often at 7 or 37 mins past the hour,
several trains via Leatherhead left on even hours,
and via Oxshott at 20 mins. past. Main line stns
were often served by departures at 38 mins past
the hour. These services were all somewhat irregular
by comparison with the electric trains, and many
extras were provided for residential business traffic.
Regarding Parts 1 & 2, "4104" writes : The original
scheme envisaged that Twickenham-Windsor would be
included but that was not published at the time.
The third rail voltage was to be nominally 600
with pressure at the train ranging from 500 to 630,
normal average 575.
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The steam-hauled block coaches were originally
built between Dec 1902 and Sept 1912. About 30 dated
from 1904 as such. Forty-two of the 84 motorised
units had one motor brake composite instead of a
motor brake third; of the other 42, 21 had an exlst/3rd trailer and 21 had an ex-1st/2nd/3rd
trailer. These differences accounted for the seating variations.
According to the contract specifications,
the driving wheel diameter was 42 ins, not the 42½
quoted in contemporary write-ups. The gear ratio
of 59:21 (not 21/59) became SR standard until
1949; there are still some Sub units so fitted. The
collector shoes were 5 ins wide, the length in
contact with the conductor rail being 9 ins.
Again, according to the contract specifications, for which acknowledgements are due to the
Public Records Office, the numbers of master
controller notches usable were : a)series with resistance auto, relay hand op.
a)series with resistance
5
6
b)series without res.
1
1
c) parallel with res.
5
3
d) parallel without res.
1
1
The first electric unit was completed in
June 1914, another two in December, and production
was then continuous until Sept 1915. Thereafter
the work was sporadic, with the last 3 units arriving in the autumn of 1917.
In the Group's new book on Southern Electric stock,
one of these units is shown in original, unrebuilt
form, with short bodies, original buffers and body
-side ventilation grille for the equipment compart
-ment. This unit was rebuilt in 1938.
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H FOR HEADCODE, O FOR 'OUNSLOW

The numeral or letter headcode is a particularly
Southern institution, never enthused over by the
mandarins of Swindon, Crewe and the northern
territories. The disc/lamp display invented in
Victorian times was a typically British attempt
to prevent the passenger knowing where the train
was going, and it held sway as long as engine-men
had a buffer beam to clamber over while
putting
the code up, even though some managers conceded
that certain suburban travellers could, under
favourable conditions, read a destination board.
The arrival of e.m.u's confronted the railways with a dilemma : how to devise a new system
which drivers could set up, signalmen could read
and passengers could not understand? The London
and North Western solved it by having fixed lamps
in the conventional pattern, covered up when they
were not wanted by lids movable from the inside
of the cab.
The two Southern companies, however, went for
a more radical solution. In the case of the LBSCR,
it was to put up a number. The South Western opted
for letters — at least, they happened to be letter
shapes, though the choice of them has sometimes
prompted the suspicion that they started as doodles
from the operating manager's blotter — straight
lines, a wiggly line, and a circle. Both systems
depended on the driver leaning out of his cab
window to put the code up.
The LBSCR number system, pragmatic like its
managers, started at 1 and worked upwards, reaching 20 or thereabouts under SR auspices, though
oddly the original LBSCR electric route, the South
London line, was left out. For some time, in fact,
it ran code-less, until the need to restrict the
operations of its stock (which was too wide for
much of the electric system) prompted a special
put-up-at-all-times code "SL".
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The South Western's letters were H, I, O,
P, S,
and V. By a mixture of chance and mnemonic
invention, H applied to Hampton Court, O to the
Hounslow loop ('ounslow ?), P to Putney, and S to
Shepperton. V was for Valley (but why that and not
T for Thames or Teddington?) and I was incomprehensibly the code for Claygate.
The Brighton's train routes were formal and
unchanging like their 50-year-old carriage profile,
and their numbers covered every journey they wanted
to make. The South Western, however, were adept
at inventing variations, so some services (notably
those via Richmond) had a bar above the code.
South Western headcodes were turned upside
down when trains empty, perhaps by analogy with
Tibetan tea cups. The tea party idea was carried
further when five Subs were lined up in an advert
to show
HOVIS (complete with the bar over the
O). By this time, of course, the public were in on
the secret — or most of it : certain things, like
inverted P double dot, were not to be revealed to
anyone under any circumstances.
There were, of course, technical differences.
The Brighton used painted (or was it enamelled?)
plates with a shaded lamp angled to illuminate them
at night. The South Western, on the other hand,
used a
stencil plate reminiscent of LCC tram
practice, with the lamps hidden in an opal glassfronted box behind the plate .
With the vast expansion of electrification in
the 1920s the Southern used the LSWR system and
added a few letters of its own — L and T in 1925/6,
and J, N and U about 1935. It also added single
and double dots to cope with the complexities of
the eastern section, and much of the skill of the
signalman at Parks Bdge or Lewisham in those days
lay remembering which way he was facing, since a
headcode on the up line could mean something entirely different from the same code in the down direction.
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In its scheme to abolish all things LBSCR, the
Southern got rid of the numeral codes in 1928/29,
only to re-introduce
them wholesale on its new main
line services in 1933. The distinctive South London "SL" code disappeared; but soon after, the
South London units reappeared, refurbished
as
dc and distinguished by full-sized "2" plates which
they somehow managed to keep to the end, despite the
predilection of headcode plates to fall off on to
the track because of the uncertain way they were
(and are) held on, using two stick-up brackets and
a swing lever rather like a cupboard latch.
The South Western headcode plate was basically
a thin piece of sheet iron with stiffening pieces
and a couple of handles rivetted on. SR numeral
equipment was rather more sophisticated : two half
-width stencil numeral plates (a complete set was 0 to 9 so you couldn't put up such
things as 22) slid into slots in an iron frame. As
assembled for the journey, it looked much like the
letter code plate, fixed on in the same uncertain
way, and fell off again with the same frequency—
still does, indeed, as the hundred-and-something
Subs still fitted with it demonstrate. Occasional
for variety, numeral plates were made the wrong
way round, with curious results.
In the early days the loss of a plate could
be put right by taking one of the spares kept at
most terminals. Permanent way men could be relied on
to pick up those on the track. By the early 1950s,
however, the supply seemed less reliable and trains
could be seen running around with the headcode
smeared on the glass with what was probably old
axle grease but was known to spotters as "boot polish." This seemed to happen especially after bank
holidays— which reminds me that, although letter
code Subs were strictly orthodox for most of the
year and carried their letter plates right up to
the end, on bank holiday Mondays all those drafted
to the central section for coastal excursion work
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were provided with numeral plates

from a mysterious

supply which seemed to be kept just for that purpose and were hidden away again when the day was
over (or were they perhaps the entire spare stock?)
By the late 1930s, main line units were tending to take turns on suburban routes and the crunch
really cane when the Southern could not make up its
mind whether to classify the Windsor line (code H
bar) Nols (with number plates) suburban or main line.
The need to use Nols on main line stopping trains
settled it, and it was only a natter of time before
the other suburban routes received numbers; the wes
-tern section had a tentative scheme in 1937 but
this was scrapped when the first "second generation"
Subs were beeing planned and a definitive scheme for
the whole suburban area was introduced. Much of it
still stands today, though the South Western division suffered some alterations in 1967 and at the
same time the South London's "2" became "22" after
38 years.
Despite the number scheme, and the increasing
proportion of number-fitted units as scrapping and
building went on, no attempt was made to give the
old Subs a set of number plates, although 4316 got
them at one end after an accident — and by curious
contrast, letter code J was used for certain rare
Cor duties in the 1950s. Letters were to be seen
round the suburbs until the end of 1961, when the
last of the original Subs was withdrawn.
The rest of headcode history is roller blinds,
and well known. But the old iron plates are still
going strong, and will do for a few years yet. A
final thought : it would be a nice compliment to
that unknown LSWR inventor if the SEG's preserved
Cor could one day be fitted with an opal glass on
the front end and a plate rack rattling in the
guard's van as it had when new.
(Editor adds : Mention of "22" for S. London is
a reminder that such conjunctions used to be the
preserve of SR d.e.m.u's. I wonder where Cors with
"J" up ran ? Picture, anyone ? It would make a grand
LR cover !)
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REGIONAL REVIEW

MISHAPS

Following Waterloo & City line flood damage (LR 28,
P. 19,20), cars 51/2/4/8 were hauled Wloo-Wimbledon
on 3xii, via E. Putney, and 56/7/9 on 9xii. 53/5 &
60-2 repaired at W'loo (one of these was apparently
fit to work and did not need much repair). 57/9, after
repair at WDON, went back to W'loo on 31xii, being
seen there with loco 33 205 on 1i. Some components
were sent for repair to Shst and Elgh, but compressors
were overhauled by Acton LT works. A partial service
(about 80%) recommenced on the line on 12i, but the
W'loo (E) to Cannon St trains continued to run until
the full service resumed on 26i.
Severe storms on the night of 2i resulted in fallen trees at a wide variety of locations, notably on
the Oxted line. A tree blocked the up line between W.
Norwood and Gipsy Hill, but the down line was passable.
Damage was also reported to platform awnings at
New X Gate.
On 15i, the leading MBS (60001) of 1001 was found
to have a cracked axle on arrival at Charing X on the
13.43 from Hastings. The 15.40 back was formed of one
unit only; the 5 unaffected vehicles of 1001 left
empty to Grove Pk at 16.30. 60001 was left at the buf
-fers of plat 5 throughout the evening peak, 73 113
eventually hauling it away to Grove Pk at 23.30.
Commuters to Charing X/Cannon St had a bad time in
late Jan and early Feb. Following all delayed some
trains by 30 mins and more : - 27i, points failure
at Boro' Mkt Jcn at 7.55; 28 & 29i, track circuit
failure at Spa Rd; 2ii, points failure at CX closed
plats 1-3 from 8.10 and trains were diverted to CS
or Vic. as far as capacity allowed, or even terminated
at London Bdge.
Fire at Timberley Bdge over River Arun south
of Pulboro' on 3ii caused slight damage to wooden
deck; 10.42 Bog.-Vic delayed 20 mins; 10.29 Ports.
Hbr-Vic 10 mins.
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On 4ii, line between Holmwood and Horsham
closed due to a buckled conductor rail.
On 12ii, 15.50 Vic-Gillingham derailed at
Shortlands just by signal box. Front two cars of
Vep 7866 left rails; no serious injuries reported.
Various diversions and short runs into operation;
down road still blocked next day.
TEST TRIPS
BRB Research & Development Dept Mobile Laboratory
No 5, a 2 car. d.m.m.u. made rail top measurement
trips on 15xi over the following route : Stewarts
La, Redhill, Tonbridge, Redhill, Horsham, Littlehampton, Horsham, Quarry line, Shst, Herne Hill,
Clapham Jcn (W), running thence to Derby.
Another d.m.m.u. based at Derby, the ultrasonic
test train formed of DB 975007/8 (formerly M79018,
M76912) has also been running on SR recently. All
runs have been made at night as when recording it
is restricted to 30 mph. On 13/14i, it ran Stewarts
La, E. Putney, Basingstoke, Bournemouth CS, returning the same route the following night. Then
on 15/16i it ran to Fratton via Balham, the Quarry
line and Horsham, again returning same route the
next night, but running to Old Oak Cmn.
4 Vep 7882 was used on riding tests between
Woking and Basingstoke on 6 & 7i. The Vep regularly used on trials in connection with the development of SR AWS. 7768, has continued to make
test runs, being noted on C2 and 19i running from
Strawberry Hill To Eastleigh and back via Wloo.
On 28 and 29i, it was attached to Haps 6022/3 for
shoe gear tests between Woking and Basingstoke,
running there from, and returning to its Straw.
Hill stabling point. Further AWS tests took
place between Straw. Hill and Shepperton on 2ii.
Present formation of 7768 is reported as 76370
(test coach still in plain blue livery), 70812,
62229, 76462.
Brake tests with 6022/3 have also continued.
The units ran from Straw. Hill to Alton on 9i in
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company with 7768, the latter returning alone; the
two Haps were then used on test later the same day,
and again on 12 to 16i and 19 to 22i, between Alton
and Farnham.
A curious run was made on 27i when electric loco
71 008 hauled units 7718 and 6049 to Basingstoke &
back. The emu's had motors cut out. Anyone know
why ?
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Since 19i train crews have refused to work into or
out of Southwark depot, apparently claiming there
was insufficient lighting on walkways. The 3 trains
booked to berth there were consequently out-stabled
— off-peak at Dartford, Grove Pk and Slade Grn;
overnight and weekends at Cannon St. Could this
demonstrate the depot is unnecessary and presage
closure ?
XMAS & NEW YEAR ARRANGEMENTS

No trains ran on SR after close of service on the
night of 24/25xii until certain services restarted
up on the night of 26/27xii. A Sunday service operated on Sat 27xii,
- but newspaper trains ran to
normal weekday times, and de-icing trains were sent
over all lines in advance of full elec. services as
a precaution. The SE Div, however, opened even in
advance of this by running the Night Ferry from Vic
to Dover on 26xii.
SR stns served by LT trains were open throughout
Boxing day, the only exception being New Cross as
all E. London trains ran to New X Gate.
OTHER INTERESTING WORKINGS

On 3xii, 2 Saps 5904/31 (WDON) were noted working
the 7.25 LB to Dorking — first pass. working of a
Sap to LB ?
The BR Exhibition Train "British Rail Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow" (more about the last mostly !)
was on the SR early in Dec. Until 4xii it was at
Ashford; that day it ran to E. Croydon, then on 6xii
to Bton, continuing on 9xii to Fratton.
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Football charter excursions have brought a
welcome boost to BR finances since the ban on fans
travelling by ord. services except at full fare;
on 27xii one such from Bton to Gillingham took
Bton units 7315/7046 to the latter. On same date
de-icer 017 was seen being hauled through Woking
en route E. Wimble., by 33 025. Is this unit no
longer based at BTON ?
SE Div drivers training trips using emu stock
took place on 13 & 15i. On both days 73 001 was
used, running from Stew. La to Rmgt and back (via
Sole St and out via Herne Hill, back via Catford);
on 13i stock was 7177/7868; on 15i, 7202 & 7886.
Engineering works have resulted in train diversions via Stewarts La on several recent weekends.
On 24, 25i, at least, Victoria (Eastern) was
closed, and SE Div main line services ran via the
low level route to Vic (Ctl). As on similar previous occasions, Orpington local trains ran only
to/from Brixton, reversing via a crossover near
Clapham; to allow crews to change ends without
leaving the train, 4 Ceps were provided, 7205
so spotted on 25i.
Amajor bridge reconstruction job at Balham
completely blocked all four lines between there
and Wandsworth Cmn on
1,14,15,28 & 29ii. Trains
between Vic and Bton ran via Stew. La, Herne Hill
and Streat. Cmn; other main line trains were diver
-ted via London Bdge and over the S. London line
to Vic. Bton stoppers terminated at Balham (!),
calling stns from Selhurst to there. Suburban
services were completely reorganised, with relatively few trains serving Balham (from the sth)
and Clap.Jn (from Vic). LB(Ctl) had a splendid
frequency of service to (almost all) points,
even on the Suns ! The
use of Subs on the suburban routes
was noteworthy, since their use at weekends is limited
normally.
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Snow and generally very cold during the 1st week
of Feb caused widespread problems. Early morning
services on many lines were worst affected, though
on 3ii icing conditions applied all day and even
worsened in the early evening. On this date, an
EDL was called in to assist the 2 Hap working the
Redhill/Reigate shuttle. At one stage, the Bton deicer joined the team, producing the unusual formation of de-icer+EDL+Hap. De-icing units made several
daytime trips, notably to well-known trouble spots
like the Tattenham Cnr branch. Electro-diesels made
solo runs during the early hrs in attempts to keep
3rd rails ice-free.
The Southampton and Bomo areas were also in
particular trouble on 2ii. About 8.15, Soton passengers learned the 6.20 from Bomo had finally failed
at Brockenhurst. The 7.28 Soton-Wloo (4 Vep) left
almost an hour late carrying most of the 8.15's load.
Winchester took 45 mins, another Vep was added at
Basingstoke, and Wloo was reached at 10.42. Train
was followed from Elgh by a 3H demu calling all
stns to Woking then Wloo.
Subs 4285/98 worked the St Helier line, normally
Epb dominated, on 1i.
WITHDRAWN STOCK

Finally at
Selhurst yard:
4361, moved from Crystal Pal (having been there
since May '74) on 22xi, hauled by 73 130. Also
additional at Shst : coach 8925 (4645), stored. The
remains of the underframe of 12798 (4733) have been
burnt in the scrap yard.

Atrain of condemned stock, 11340, 8920 (4640),
10894, 10l66 (4299), 12791, 10262 (4730), 10836,
10475(4381) hauled by 33 024, ran from Micheldever
to Basingstoke up yard on 28i. The stock
continued early on 29i for Long Marston scrap yard.
10836
bore unit no. 4385 but never ran under that
4113/17, 4374 from Shst to Clap Jn on 4i and to
Micheldever on 4ii. 4356/75, Shst-Clap Jn on 4ii.
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OTHER STOCK NOTES

Refurbished 4 Cep 7153 did not enter service until 9ii after rather more trials and modifications
to equipment than had been planned. In particular
it is understood the lighting gave a lot of trouble and the unit ran "lighting tests" between
Straw. Hill and Eastleigh on 3ii. However, the
unit should now be working the services quoted in
LR 28.
After an extended period out of service,
Peps 4001 and 4002 re-entered traffic on the
SW Div on 2ii. For the first time, it's believed
they're working at weekends : details please! It
is thought the Peps will be withdrawn again soon
for transfer to Merseyside (as 6 Pep, probably
2 x 3 ) where an extra train is needed. It seems
the Pep design has been approved in principle for
future SR sub. stock, though with 3+2 seating
among other changes.
On 24i, 5192 was hauled from Plumstead to
Slade Grn, via N. Kent West Jn... accident involvement ? Another odd move took place on 15i when
MBS 62134 (part of 7714) was hauled by 73 141
from Stew. La to Bomo.
"Tadpole" 3R 1205 was noted on 6 & 8i with
MBS 60016 (ex 1012) in place of 60006. Presumably temporary because of maintenance.
The two BR 2 Epb units allocated to SHST,
5753/4, are earmarked for the W. Croydon/Wimbledon
service, and never used elsewhere except in emergency.
On 12xii, noted that MBSO 62271 of Vep
7810 has hydraulic dampers fitted on outside of
primary suspension springs in place of normal
friction dampers used on MkVI motor bogies.
Big7046 is labelled 4Bep and 5624 and 5629
labelled 2 Epb rather than 2 Hap. Know why ?
On 13i, 6S 1007 was seen with, its own motor
coaches but with the 4 trailers from 1037 but
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later both units had reverted to their correct
formations.
7189 still has its 7 compartment trailer 2nd
(ex compo). (compare the 2 compt. 2nds of 1032). The
latter is classified 6L but works 6S duties, having
fewer seats.
4 Vep 7837 is transferred from FTON to BTON,
additional to 7838/9 (LR 27 p156) and 7853 from
BTON to RMGT. The latter was seen on 5i on the 10.36
CX-Ramsgate in place of a Cep. Both transfers are
supposedly temporary until Apl. 7166 is transferred
from RMGT to Bton, though still carrying its old
home labels when seen mid Feb.
4TC 417 has regained 76302;
76331 (with fluorescent lights
and Mk 2 seats) went to Straw. Hill for tests on 5i
hauled by 73 136. (see LR 27, p156).
60815 is now reported to be in unit 1123, having been in 1106/12/13/16. 69822 to Shst "for modifications." 3D 1318 is reported damaged and out of
service.
4 Sub 4732 has received
12354 (ex 4381?)
in place of 9012 (see LR24 P72/3). This reformation
understood to be permanent.
There are rumours that ex LT stock (probably
1938 tube) ran trials on SR in Nov or Dec. Confirmation ? Presumably the IoW is in mind. It is thought
the alleged problems of maintaining such stock at
Ryde could be overcome.
STATION, SIGNALLING & TRACK NOTES

Rebuilding work at New Cross has made further
progress. By early Dec the subway between plats. had
reopened; it is connected to the orig. staircase
from plats 1 & 2 and a new stairway leading to the
new island plat. 3/4. Temporary footbridge dismantled
At London Bdge work continues with the new
subway connecting plats 1-6 and with the frame of
the new office building which will contain the ticket
office, travel centre etc. New up avoiding line's
route now clearly discernible with retaining wall
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During the off peak ofFri,16i,the St Johns box
"wing panel" was transferred to the control of Lon
-don Bdge panel box, together with the whole of the
Greenwich line east of N. Kent E. Jcn. The London
end crossovers at St Johns were taken out of use
on 18i; in consequence any train leaving LB on no.
3 down line does not serve any stn before Hither
Green, Ladywell or New X Gate. This is particularly
inconvenient when late-running trains are terminated in LB plat 4, whence access is only to 3 road.
The main part of the St Johns box area, with the
Parks Bdge Jn area was to be transferred to LB
panel control on 8ii. Control of the reversible
line leading to St Johns flyover was to follow in
Mar. though one report indicates track has yet to
be laid for it !
The full commissioning of the SE part of the
panel is due on 20in, with complete closure of most
SE lines into LB from Friday 16iv to Mon 19iv inclusive to allow major track rearrangements. CX
will in fact close after the 20.10 Ramsgate on
15iv, thereafter only a limited service will
operate to/from LB. The 0.10 & 0.40 main line
trains will start from Vic; the 0.36 and Bexleyheath/Sidcup line trains will use Holborn V . (run
-ning ECS to/from Blackf. when HV is closed to pub
-lic). Roads 1 & 2 into LB will apparently be in
use, being transferred to the new box on the Thurs
/Fri night.
At Brixton fluorescent lights are in use,
even what remains of the up Catford loop plat. The
non-electrified goods line between W. Croydon &
Waddon Marsh was put out of use on 1ii.
Crampmoor Crossing between Romsey and Chandlers Ford reduced in status to occupation Xing on
30i. During the rebuilding of Barnes river bridge,
single line operation extends from the Chiswick
side of the bdge to Barnes Jn, 3/4 of a mile. The
Lavant gravel trains are back in operation, and
the connection from the reversible line to the up
main just sth of
Windmill Bdge Jcn, Croydon,
has been taken out.
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One correspondent notes Cooksbridge still sports SR
type bullseye signs. Carshalton Beeches & Herne Hill
come to mind ... others ? And what about BR green sausage signs ?
Preparatory earthworks carried out during Dec for
realignment of Worting Jcn(LR23 p48). By end-Jan small
amount of slewing taken place on approaches, and on
8ii, work began relaying the up jcn. Power op. lifting
barriers controlled from the boxes commissioned at
Dundonald Rd (Wimbledon/Merton Pk), Ashtead, Farncombe
& Pevensey. Work in hand renewing bdge north of Elephant over New Kent Rd. On 14xii, work on renewing an
underspan at LB just west of plats 5,6 overran, middling next morning's peak.
TIMETABLE NOTES
Threatened cuts (LR28, p20-3) now stated to be coming
on 20iv as far as SR concerned. E. Brixton stn closed
as from 5i; last public trains to call were 22.45 LB
-Vic and 23.15 return on Sat, 3i. Apparently, some
trains did stop on 5th : drivers unbriefed presumably.
No BR staff around for scheduled final service.
HEADCODES
New code with 1976 timetable is 8, CX-Orpington- Ashford. 42 becomes CX-Ramsgate or Dover Pr. via Sidcup,
apparently 1 peak trains runs that way.
It may be interesting to note that empty stock trains
from Clapham Yd or Wimble. Pk to Wloo carrying headcode of outgoing service.
STOCK ALLOCATION
Situation as at 5i (though note p50) : SLEO, 6S(BR
class 201) 1001-7, 6L (202) 1011-32, 6B (203) 1033-7,
2H 119/20, 3H 1106-9/12-18/23, 3R(206) 1201-6, 3D(207)
1301-19. ELGH,2H(204) 1121/2, 3H(205) ll0l-5/10/11/24

-33.

BTON,4Bep(410O/l & /2) 7001-9, 4Big (420/1) 7031-48,
4Cep (411/1 & /2)7101-4, 4Cig (421/1) 7301-36/57-76,
7400-5/27-38, 4Vep (423) 7721-31/50-99,7340-54, 2Hap
(414/1) 5601-36. RMGT, 4Bep, 7010-22, Cep 7113-7211,
Vep 7855-94. FTON, Big 7049-58, Cig 7337-56, Vep
7800-39. WDON, Cig 7377-99,7406-26,
Sub (shared
with SHST) 4121-4754.(class 405). 4Epb (415/1 & /2)
5101-33, 4Pep (445) 4001/2, 2Epb (416/1 &/2) 5671-8
5748-52/55-7/84-95, 2Sap (418/1 & /2) 5901-42.
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2Hap(414/2 & /3) 6022/3, 6045-54.
BOMO, 4Rep(432) 3001-15, 4TC (491) 401-34, Vep 7701
-20, 7732-49.
SHST, 4Epb (shared with SLGN)
5001-53, 5134-5370. 2Epb 5651-70, 5753/4. SLGN's
2 Epbs 5702-47, 5758-5779. W & C cars are 51-62
and 71-86, Ryde has 4Vec (485) 041-6 & 3Tis (486)
031-5 and RMGT MLVs 68001-10 (class 419). (W&C cars
are all classed 487).
ADDENDA &CORRIGENDA

LR27 P155 L5: 7393, 7419 are WDON.
P156 L27 Not permanent, 7706 is now reported
to have acquired 70786 (ex spare).
P156 L37 1116 is disbanded, 60115 being at
Slgn for repairs. 60815 is in 1123.
IR28 P 17 L11 61036 & 70038 reported not destroyed,
but awaiting repairs, as part of 7107.
T17 L40 All four loco-hauled sets on Oxted peak
services now include Mk II FKs. Formerly they were
formed with 2 Mkl CKs but towards the end of '75
these were exchanged for an FK & SO in each set,
raising capacity. No particular vehicles involved
as all SR loco-hauled coaches are now "loose" : no
longer formal "sets." Trains involved (MF):7.19,
8.2, 8.12 EG-LB, 8.41 EG-Vic; 17.19 LB-Uckfield,
17.33, 18.15, 18.29 LB-EG: 19.12 Uckfield-Oxted
(thence ECS to New X Gate).
P18 L9 Rebuilt Cep 7153 also has window
washers.
P20 L6 : 5602 released from Rgte up siding on
14i, but siding remains shut.
P21 L39 In the event of the economy measures
being implemented, LB (Ctl) would be closed Suns,
the only service (presumably) being that between
Charing X and E. Croydon.
P25 L4 On the public closure notice, costs
at East Brixton were put at £7000 per
annum,
not per week.
Also : LR 27, P161, L26. It has been suggested that
the unusual formation of 3124/48 in 1964/5 was
an attempt to improve the power/weight ratio of
the Cor stock.
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At the time of going to press, it is confidently
expected that the SEG's Cor and associated vehicles
(3142 + 2) are about to be moved from Ashford to
Peterborough.
Two coaches should re-enter service on April 18
and 19 when they will be used to convey passengers
between Wansford stn and Yarwell Jcn, about ¼ mil
each way. The vehicles concerned will probably be
whichever motor coach ends up facing west and a
trailer.
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